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Supporting teenagers to
grieve during COVID-19
restrictions

Proudly developed with The Irish Childhood Bereavement Network

Grieving in exceptional times
Under normal circumstances, grief can feel isolating, however during COVID-19 restrictions
it is especially important to find ways to support and connect with each other.
Grief is made up of many feelings and reactions and can be confusing.
All of us, at every age, are challenged by grief.
Adolescence is a time of great change. As teenagers try to bridge the gap between
childhood and adulthood, they struggle with issues of identity and independence. As
children move towards adulthood and become more independent they look towards
friends and peers more and more. Losing someone at this time can make life very difficult.
It is particularly important to think about how to support teenagers through grief in the
changed territory created by COVID -19.
The Irish Childhood Bereavement Network (ICBN) has developed some specific resources
to help you understand and to support a grieving young person or teenager.
See our simple guide here: https://www.childhoodbereavement.ie/families/adolescentsand-grief/
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Coping with grief
When someone close to us dies, funerals are one of the key ways we come together, young
people normally hang out with cousins and family friends their own age, which can help build
a sense of community at difficult times.
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the traditional ways we mark our grief. For the moment,
it is not possible to come together and gather in one location. It is not possible to have a large
funeral.
However teenagers and young people are experts at socially connecting, and being physically
apart does not stop them. They ‘gather ’through a range of social media platforms.
Connecting and sharing are important when trying to come to terms with a death and to
engage in grieving. While adults often argue with teenagers about the use of social media
during COVID-19 restrictions, its advantages and use as resource will become clear.
Let young people help show adults good ways to harness Social Media by;
Setting up virtual family gatherings to share memories, pictures and videos
Exploring ways to create a virtual ceremony to mark the life of their loved one
Exploring websites and podcasts from good sources to help find ways to understand and
cope with the emotional turmoil of grief
Helping set up virtual art & crafts sessions for younger siblings and cousins to build
memory boxes and other ways to express grief.
Be mindful of the information you share, use reliable sources and be sensitive to the fact
that we all grieve differently and there is no right way to grieve
Let young people be part of planning the arrangement, they might choose some readings,
music and write part of the eulogy
Respect their views, allow them to express their feeling in their own way, some might want
to do this privately others may want to share
Teenagers themselves may also communicate across multiple platforms like Snapchat,
Instagram, Twitter etc in order to express their feelings with their peers.

It is important for teenagers and
important for families who are isolated
together to make time to talk, share,
cry and hug.
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Remember some of these old fashions things as well:
Writing letters and postcards
Making a phone call
Writing a poem or song
Going for a walk to the loved one’s favourite place
Baking or cooking their favourite recipe
Planting something and nurturing its growth – if you have no seeds take a snip from a
plant you are already growing
Visiting the grave of your loved one while keeping social distance can be comforting for
many.

Remember
Balance of structure and ‘downtime’ is important
There is no restriction on isolation zone hugs, being together in isolation may allow more
time to support each other with your emotions and feeling around the loss
Sometimes we will be angry, sad and confused by all that is going on. Stay emotionally
connected and find ways that suit you to express your feelings and emotions.

The COVID-19 crisis impacts all of us
The COVID-19 crisis affects all of us, we are all going to be challenged and the best we can do is
follow the official guidance and play our part to stop the spread.

There is no restriction on isolation zone hugs,
being together in isolation may allow more
time to support each other with your
emotions and feeling around the loss
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Feel free to contact
The Irish Childhood Bereavement Network
https://www.childhoodbereavement.ie/contact/

As part of our Care & Inform Series, we have also developed:
Grieving in Exceptional Times which you can read here:
https://hospicefoundation.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Grieving-in-exceptionaltimes-.pdf
Helping Children Grieve Through COVID-19 Restrictions which you can read here:
https://hospicefoundation.ie/bereavement-2-2/covid19-care-and-inform/helpingchildren-grieve-during-covid-19-restrictions

This leaflet is brought to you by The Irish Hospice Foundation and in partnership with
the Irish Childhood Bereavement Network.
If you would like to support us you can do so online at www.hospicefoundation.ie

